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A SECOND ‘GIANT STEP FOR 

MANKIND’ 

Man’s landing on the far side of the moon is a true discovery of the unknown 

Pierre Beaudry, 12/26/2018 

 

  

 Since China launched its Chang’e-4 Moon mission on December 7, 2018, it 

has successfully put into lunar transfer orbit its lander and rover in preparation for 

a landing on the far side of the Moon during the first week of the New Year. 

This means that the times at which we will be entering 2019, are going to be 

very hectic and axiomatically challenging for all of mankind. Why? Because 

mankind will be discovering, for the first time in its history, the true creative 

purpose of humanity. 

The way this discovery will be made is through a triply-connected dialogue 

among Europe, America, and Asia, and it will be triggered by China in a manner 

such that the geopolitical world of the British Empire is going to be dumped once 

and for all and a New World Economic Order will emerge in a New Bretton 

Woods coalition among the United States, Russia, China, and India. That is, of 

course, if the Anglo-American war party doesn’t blow the world up first by 

provoking a senseless war. 

The singularity which is triggering this axiomatic transformation is the soft 

landing of China’s Chang’e – 4 on the far side of the Moon. The intention behind 

this Chinese lander is going to force the whole of mankind to discover what it 

means to discover the unknown; that is, what is not there. We are going to see, for 

the first time in our history, what we thought it was impossible to see. 
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A rendering of the Chang’e – 4 Lander on the lunar far side. CNA 

 

 The irony is that the fake news of CNN and other Anglo-American media 

assets never intended you to know what is happening on the other side of our own 

planet. As China goes even further away than usual, and hides behind the Moon, 

this will cause the Eastern side of the Earth to finally becoming unified with the 

West. 

 

HAPPY NEW YEAR AND HAPPY NEW WORLD! 
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